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The Indian automotive industry is poised for rapid
growth as a result of converging global and local
factors. Favourable policies, growing presence of global
OEMs, their need for alternative sourcing destination
and growing software content have created a unique
window of opportunity for Indian players to scale up
revenues, capabilities and position India as a global
automotive. 

This report builds on Arthur D. Little’s 2022 seminal
report of Unlocking India’s Electric Mobility Potential and
explores key areas of automotive value creation in India,
including becoming a destination for global platforms,
achieving global scale in software and ER&D, striving
for innovation and technology leadership, operations
excellence at scale, being an early mover in building a
sustainable value chain. 

It highlights the increasing pace of innovation within the
local automotive ecosystem and the shifting dynamics
of disruption, which if harnessed effectively, can
catapult India into a position of global automotive
leadership. Finally, the report sets a bold vision for an
export-led industry aspiration of USD 1 Trillion by 2035,
enabled by manufacturing, innovation and technology
leadership.

This report hopes to encourage relevant stakeholders
across the value chain to tap into the plethora of
opportunities and explore meaningful avenues of
growth and collaboration, helping India become a global
automotive hub. A robust dialogue on harnessing the
true potential of the Indian automotive sector should
catalyze the investments and concerted actions needed
to achieve the USD 1 Trillion vision.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



With USD 250 bn of revenues in FY23, the Indian
automotive industry contributed a significant 7.3% to
the national GDP. As per various industry projections,
the automotive industry India is expected to grow at an
annual rate of 7% to 8% to become the world's third-
largest automotive cluster by 2030, with estimated
annual revenues of USD 400 bn in FY30. While focused
on catering to the growth in local demand, Indian
players are striving to capture the export opportunity.
However, on the global automotive landscape, India’s
presence still remains limited. Currently, India lags
global automotive hubs such as Germany, Japan, South
Korea, etc., in terms of development and production for
global markets. Despite its factor cost advantage, in
FY23, India’s vehicle exports stood at USD 20 Bn and
component exports another USD 20 bn, with cumulative
contribution of less than 20% to the annual industry
revenues.

The global megatrends of the automotive industry,
including electrification and alternative powertrains,
ADAS and autonomous driving, connected vehicles and
new mobility concepts, have created a level playing field
for automotive players around the world, as the leading 

global OEMs and suppliers are also in the process of re-
inventing themselves to navigate the new realities of
the industry. 

Supportive policies under the Make-in-India initiative
(Production Linked Incentives – PLI, Faster Adoption
and Manufacturing of Electric vehicles – FAME),
growing presence of global OEMs in India, their need for
an alternative sourcing destination, consolidation of
platforms, rise in electrification, push for green supply
chains, the tightening of Indian safety and emission
standards to bring it par with global standards, and
growing software content in vehicles for which India is
already seen as a hub, have created a conducive
environment for Indian players to step up and be
globally competitive for domestic and export markets.
Export potential across vehicles, components,
Engineering and Research and Development (ER&D)
and software as well as other ancillary services needs
to be realized to establish India’s dominance in the
automotive industry in the coming decade. This is
certainly a critical window of opportunity for the Indian
automotive players, given the convergence of favorable
global factors and robust domestic growth. 
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Industry players across the value chain need to act in a
concerted fashion to make the most of this opportunity.
Arthur D. Little has identified five pillars which must be
strengthened to create a leadership position for India in
the global automotive industry. 

Destination for global platforms: India's automotive
industry can become the destination for design,
development, and production of global platforms, with
universal appeal. With consolidation of platforms by
OEMs and tightening local market safety and emission
standards, Indian players have an opportunity to play an
important part in the global supply chain. Indian players
across the value chain need to upgrade their
capabilities and position India as a reliable and
competitive hub for the manufacturing of vehicles for
global markets, including developed countries. As most
of the new platforms are designed with electric
powertrain, Indian players would need to build
dominance in the EV value chain. Control over battery
supply chain including scale in cell manufacturing is of
paramount importance if India wants to become
preferred destination for manufacturing and sourcing
for global OEMs. Design and production of leading 

global platforms, new EV platforms and batteries will be
crucial to build necessary scale in manufacturing as
India aspires to become a global automotive hub. It will
drive local OEMs to become global OEMs, creating
global automotive champions out of India. 

Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse: The global
automotive ER&D and software market is expected to
grow three-fold by 2030 to USD 400+ bn. Rapidly
increasing value share of software in automotive
industry creates a strong opportunity for Indian players.
India can leverage its position as the software hub of
the world and offshore destination of choice for ER&D.
However, industry players must upgrade their offerings
to include solutions relevant for emerging trends such
as zonal architecture design, digital cockpit, ADAS, etc.
By focusing on developing cost-effective software
solutions with global applicability, India can secure a
pivotal role in driving innovation for the industry's
software-defined future.

New epicenter for technology, innovation &
partnerships: India has the potential to be a leader in
automotive innovation and technology.  

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y
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While there is evidence of innovation in India in auto-
retail, e-commerce, shared mobility, India could strive to
be a global leader in core engineering and deep
technology across areas such as autonomous driving,
Artificial Intelligence (AI). India already has several
successful automotive start-ups, with an impressive
US$ 19 Bn funding in the last 5 years. Indian startups
and incumbents need to operate with ‘Global-first’
mindset and set a bold vision, aspiring for disruption.
Investing in talent for AI, ML, cybersecurity, system
engineering capabilities, etc., is crucial if India wants to
position itself as a technology powerhouse for the
global automotive industry. Indian players could
embrace open innovation and invest in partnerships
with start-ups, while also building organizational agility
and adaptability. This will enable the industry to gain an
early competitive advantage in the emerging technology
areas such as autonomous driving, connected vehicles,
battery technologies, alternative powertrains, etc. which
will shape the future of the global automotive industry
in the coming decade. 

Operations excellence at scale: To achieve global
competitiveness, India must build operational 

efficiencies at scale throughout the automotive value
chain. Globally, OEMs are deploying technologies such
as digital twins, AGVs (Autonomous Guided Vehicles),
additive manufacturing, block chain, etc., to increase
productivity, quality while reducing costs. India currently
lags global automotive hubs such as US, Japan,
Germany, South Korea in the use of industrial robots in
production. India must invest in advanced
manufacturing technologies at scale to become an
attractive sourcing and production destination catering
to global automotive market. Initiatives such as digital
supply chain, digital business processes, Industry 4.0
use cases, will go a long way in building high quality and
productivity standards and make India a competitive
global automotive hub. 

Leapfrog to sustainable materials & circular economy:
Emission norms in India are rapidly closing the gap with
global standards and regulations are likely to intensify
towards global convergence on sustainability. Further
strengthening of BS norms and CAFÉ norms and
revisions in current super credit structure will require
rethinking for new applications of advanced materials
for both ICE and EV platforms. Europe’s Carbon Border 
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Adjustment Mechanism may impact Indian suppliers
with exposure to Europe. Indian players across the
value chain must adopt to such evolving regulations.
Most of the global OEMs have committed for carbon
neutrality between 2035-2050 and have undertaken
multiple initiatives towards this journey. Indian players
also need to invest in sustainable practices, such as
use of lightweight materials, secondary aluminium,
green steel, increasing composite content, recycling of
Lithium batteries. Embracing sustainability and
circularity and being an early mover in these areas is
crucial as India aspires to become a global automotive
hub. 

Strengthening these five pillars will be instrumental in
unlocking the growth potential for Indian automotive
industry. The five pillars will lay the foundation for
automotive industry to potentially reach annual
revenues of USD 1 trillion by 2035, including an upside
of USD 400 Bn from the business-as-usual trajectory.
Importantly, the fundamental structure of the industry in
India will transform to being innovation, technology and
export led. In doing so, the automotive industry in India
could indeed become a global leader, with dominant 

global multinationals emerging in manufacturing,
components, and software/ER&D.

With this bold aspiration, the automotive industry can
increase its share of India’s GDP to 10% to 11%,
accelerating GDP growth by at least 1%. This export
driven growth will lead to nearly USD 500 bn of export
revenues for Indian industry, a more than ten-fold
increase from 2023. Moreover, the industry could add
approximately 100 million in the next decade with
positive ripple effects in adjacent industries,
significantly benefitting the Indian economy as a whole.
 
The true potential of the Indian automotive industry can
be capture only if all stakeholders (including the
government) come together and in a concerted fashion
shape the full ecosystem. With such much-needed
impetus, India can truly become a global automotive
hub with leadership in technology, innovation, and
manufacturing by 2035.
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WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY FOR INDIA



Indian automotive industry, 4th largest globally, is expected to reach $600bn by 2035

Indian Automotive  Industry
(2017-2035, USD bn)

Note: 1) – Includes vehicles, components, ER&D and other services 
Source: Invest India, PIB, Arthur D. Little analysis
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7.3%
of national GDP in FY23

37 Million
people employed in the industry

$40 Billion
exports in FY23 (5.2% of all exports)

1

Window of opportunity for India 



As per our analysis, India can unlock an additional $ 400+ bn value by transforming
into a global automotive hub

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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Window of opportunity for India 



Window of opportunities for India is now – we need to leverage ongoing industry
disruptions and favorable policies & demographic environment

Key Industry Dynamics/Disruptions India’s Favourable Environment

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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Window of opportunity for India 



ADL’s 5 pillar framework to transform India into a Global Automotive Hub

GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE HUB

1 2

Destination 
 for global
platforms

Develop platforms
for global markets

Produce global
platforms in India

Automotive
software & ER&D

powerhouse

Transform
automotive

software & ER&D
capabilities for the

global markets

New epicenter for
technology, innovation

& partnerships

Create pathways
for disruptive

growth by
embracing startups

/ partnerships

Operations
excellence at

scale

Bridge operational
efficiencies for

globally
competitive scale

Leapfrog to
sustainable materials

& circular economy

Invest in circularity
agenda

Leverage India-centric
advantages to
sustainability

3 4 5
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DESTINATION FOR GLOBAL
PLATFORMS
Design & produce platforms for global markets in India

01



Global Production Footprint & Platform Design Location (# countries, 2022)

German and Japanese OEMs have designed multiple platforms that are being
produced globally across several locations; Indian OEMs need to catch up

Note: Platform Design Location denotes location for the primary design center for the platform. No. of Production Countries excludes home country
Source: S&P Global Mobility, Arthur D. Little analysis
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Destination for global platforms



Leading global platforms are produced at scale across multiple locations,
contributing a high share of overall sales; Indian OEMs are yet to build scale

Platform & Production Volume by OEM (2022) Production Volume by Platform & OEM (2022) 

Source: S&P Global Mobility, Arthur D. Little analysis
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Destination for global platforms



OEMs have started to leverage India’s manufacturing capabilities to produce
vehicles for emerging markets

Note: 1) – Global platforms are defined as platforms having more than 5,000 unit sales in at least 3 major regions globally. Country is counted as a
manufacturing base for the platform if at least 25% of the platform production happens in the country 
Source: S&P Global Mobility, Ministry of Commerce, Arthur D. Little analysis
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Top Destination for Indian Car Exports (USD Mn, FY 2023) Top Exporters

Destination for global platforms



Local Platforms

Global Platforms

M&M will be leveraging
VW’s MEB platform in India
MSIL is jointly working with
Toyota on a single PL40
platform

1.

2.

Stellantis committed 20- 30Bn
euro for global platform
design
R-N-M creating 4 platforms
with multiple body types:
30Bn euros planned
investment
Geely making regional
platform with 2-3Bn
investment commitment 

1.

2.

3.

Future platforms are going to be modular to achieve the benefit of scale and global reach;
This will present an opportunity for India to produce more vehicle platforms locally

EXAMPLE

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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Destination for global platforms



A leading global OEM plans to move to Central Zone E/E Architecture from 2026,
with its new generation Vehicle OS, across its entire portfolio

Platform Roadmap

Note: ※Will have one more central computer as a backup for L3~ Autonomous Driving car
Source: Secondary research, Arthur D. Little analysis 24
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Destination for global platforms
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A B

Invest in more testing and
validation capabilities locally

Offer more platform choices to 
domestic market

Invest in automation and flexible
manufacturing capabilities

Strengthen supply chain
capabilities

Choose innovative routes to market -
D2C, Agency models, digitized sales

Develop a global platform strategy, with a
focus on modular architecture, 400 -1220
V, Motor topologies, body types, etc. 

Invest upfront in E/E architectures
and unified software

Secure partnerships on critical 
resources - Cell manufacturing
resources, semi conductors, etc.

Share platforms and contract
manufacture vehicles for emerging 
start-ups and brands

Collaborate and establish 
cross-sectoral partnerships on
sustainable materials and circularity in
India

Create clusters of tech innovation to
support localization of supply chains in
India for advanced technologies 

Incubate design centers for excellence for
HV architecture, automotive software,
material innovation, SoC design, etc.

Produce more global 
platforms in India

Go international with new
platforms specially BEV platforms

Enhance design capabilities in terms
of functionality, safety & sustainability

C

Destination for global platforms
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Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse
Transform automotive software & ER&D capabilities 
for the global markets
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Transition from hardware first to software first vehicle will eventually evolve to
neural networks and AI-based development

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse



Automotive software market will see a ~3x increase by 2030, creating an
opportunity for Indian players to gain significant value

Global automotive software market
(2020, 2030; USD bn)

OEM announced objectives 2030
% of revenues from software related services

Notes: 1) Software as a service 2) Services include software-enabled product offerings and subscriptions 3) Services include data, mobility and energy-related services 4)
Software-enabled sales expected to reach one-third on top of the expected BEV and ICE sales ADAS: Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems; E/E: Electrical/Electronic
Source: KBC Securities, IBM, Ericsson, Arthur D. Little analysis 
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Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse



Global OEMs are focusing on building software capabilities, and India has been
one of the destinations of choice for building ER&D centers 

Number of software engineers 
(‘000)

Number of automotive ER&D
centers in India 

Source: Companies’ investor presentations, Ericsson, Arthur D. Little analysis
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Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse



Traditional software services

Era of software-defined vehicles is reshaping service requirements in automotive 

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse



Changes in vehicle E/E architecture will impact software capabilities and development
cycles - Indian players will need to upgrade current capabilities to capture this
opportunity  

Traditional Embedded Software Stacks Standardized Software Platform Approach

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis
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Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse



Fast-track design iterations, with the
use of digital validations capabilities.
E.g. NCAP crash test validations, etc.

Focus on developing India specific use
cases like ADAS and take it to
emerging markets globally

Invest in Software talent and build
capabilities on E/E design and 
Vehicle OS

Re-imagine structure with new roles /
new operating models for Engineering
and new product development

Invest software capabilities into agile
and flexible production areas like
modular production, AGVs, robotics,
etc.

Invest in improving productivity on
development cycles to help OEMs
launch platforms on time

Collaborate early on with OEMs in
vehicle architecture design

Invest in vehicle engineering/
architecture design skills

Aggressively innovate in areas of
support integration of ECUs of 
cross-domain into zonal architecture

Develop cost-effective solutions to
balance distributed and integrated
architecture across platforms

Develop solutions to improve
compatibility with multiple vehicle OS
and versions of AUTOSAR

Develop open APIs to support new
application integration 

OEMs - Re-imagine R&D and
Product Development organization

Automotive Software Companies:
Move up the value chain of offerings 

Support Ecosystem to innovate on
offerings and cost-effective solutions

A B C

Automotive software & ER&D powerhouse

K E Y  I M P E R A T I V E S
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New epicenter for technology,
innovation & partnerships
Create pathways for disruptive growth by embracing
startups/partnerships

03



Growing investments in new technologies across E/E architectures, connected
and sustainability – USD 420-500 bn invested in 2022

36

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

New epicenter for technology, innovation & partnerships

E&E Architectures & 
Advanced Sensors

Connected 
 Technology

Green 
 Technology

VCUS/MCUs
BMS
ADAS L1-L2
Generative AI
ADAS L2-3
Smart sensors
High-speed processors
Smart surfaces
Zonal++ architecture
Semiconductor 15nm & lower
ADAS L4-5
Quantum computing

Telematics
Connected infotainment
Cyber security
Digital Twins
Industry 4.0
OTA updates
Antennae advancements
Co-bots in factories
Edge computing
V2G
Additive manufacturing
Robots/factory automation

Fuel efficiency/Flex fuels
Motor tech/topologies
Battery chemistry
Charging/swapping infra
Magnet-less motors
Advanced battery chemistries
New lightweight materials
Green Al/Steel
H2-ICE
Fuel cells
Carbon fiber
Giga press/cast
Battery recycling



Indian automotive start-ups attracting a larger share of overall funding in the
sector globally, however, USA and China-based start-ups still dominate

Note: * Funding amount excludes investment in Auto Brands & Auto Components
Source: Tracxn, Arthur D. Little analysis 37

New epicenter for technology, innovation & partnerships



USA and China lead the investments in emerging automotive sectors while ~50%
of funding in India is for auto retail, e-commerce, fintech and other IT solutions 

38

Note: * Funding amount excludes investment in Auto Brands & Auto Components
Source: Tracxn, Arthur D. Little analysis

Indian start-ups need

to focus on emerging

trends such as

ADAS/Autonomous

solutions, connected

vehicles, core EV

engineering, which

would capture high

share of total value 

in future 

New epicenter for technology, innovation & partnerships
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Invest in setting up more testing and
validation facilities 

Reorient and reskill organizations to
embrace start-ups and new
technologies 

Integrate business and start ups/ tech
holders in academia vis TTOs

Support start ups with global access of
markets and talent

Invest in talent on AI/ML,
Cybersecurity, systems engineering
capabilities

Have disruptive mindset to address
challenges of the market

Focus on solving scale up challenges
ahead of the market

Become a serial entrepreneur

Develop technology roadmap to
ensure timely presence across multiple
evolving technologies 

Invest in securing partnerships to
have global competitive advantage

Invest in technology absorption ahead
of market

Focus on Objective-driven tech scouting
and not Opportunity-led

A B C
Start-ups – Operate with global first 

mindset – Set a bold vision
OEMs - Embrace open innovation Ecosystem – Create conducive 

environment for start-ups 

New epicenter for technology, innovation & partnerships
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Operations excellence at scale
Bridge operational efficiencies at globally
competitive scale
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Manufacturing increasingly requires a strong balancing of customer-facing value
propositions with internal efficiencies

42

Source: Tracxn, Arthur D. Little analysis

Operations excellence at scale



OEMs are taking advantage of innovative digital technologies to increase productivity
and reduce costs across the value chain
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Source: Tracxn, Arthur D. Little analysis

EXAMPLE

Operations excellence at scale



While the automotive sector ranks high for the use of industrial robots, India is
currently far behind developed countries in terms of automation

Installations of industrial robots by industry
(‘000 units, 2021)

Robot density in the automotive industry
(2021)

44

Source: International Federation of Robotics, World Robotics 2022, Arthur D. Little analysis

Operations excellence at scale



A B

Deploy digital manufacturing and Industry
4.0 use cases, e.g., digital twins, AGVs 

Invest in capabilities to digitize supply
chain and business processes 

Invest in process automation and
robotics 

Reskill organization for upgraded
capabilities

Invest in building scale to support
global OEM requirements

Aim to become first source for global OEMs and
IPOs for high value component categories

Partner with technology players to building
high quality and productivity standards

Invest in enhancing R&D Capabilities and build
roadmap for products as per global requirements

Scale up with 
global mindset 

Technology driven 
operations excellence 

Operations excellence at scale

K E Y  I M P E R A T I V E S
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Leapfrog to sustainable materials
& circular economy
Invest in circularity agenda & leverage India-centric
advantages to sustainability
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India’s growing economy needs to significantly invest in climate change mitigation
measures to ensure sustainable growth and to reach net-zero by 2070

CHALLENGES SELECT MEASURES TAKEN

48

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

Leapfrog to sustainable materials & circular economy



Indian emission norms are following global standards and are likely to intensify towards
global convergence on sustainability such as BS norms
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Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

European and US CO₂ targets are at 95-102 gm/km, 
ahead of CAFÉ II requirements of 113 gm/km

Leapfrog to sustainable materials & circular economy



In Europe, effective Oct 2023, CBAM  has been introduced under the “Fit for 55”
regulation – which may impact Indian suppliers with exposure to Europe 

1

50

1) Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism 
Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

CABM aims at bringing parity between imports and
domestic goods based on carbon price adjustment and

transparency of the supply chain

Impact on suppliers having
significant business

exposure to EU

Leapfrog to sustainable materials & circular economy



Most of the global OEMs have committed for carbon neutrality between 2035-2050;
multiple initiatives have been already taken towards this journey

51

EXAMPLE

Commitments from OEMs

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

Leapfrog to sustainable materials & circular economy



OEMs to focus on vehicle lightweighting technologies
Develop sustainable designs that utilise less resources
Improve energy efficiency in vehicle and parts manufacturing processes

Reduce

Design components suitable for easy replacement
Promote remanufacturing of automotive parts 

Reuse

Establish closed-loop manufacturing process to recycle and reuse 
production waste
Focus on battery and electronics end-of-life management

Recycle

Invest in resource recovery facilities
Partner with recycling and recovery companies

Recover

52

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

Complying with new regulations requires automotive firms to actively circularize their
supply chain with 4Rs – presenting new opportunities in the automotive value chain

Leapfrog to sustainable materials & circular economy



A B

Establish ESG targets and visibility on
supply chain for responsible sourcing

Invest in securing green materials like
green aluminum and green steel, etc.

Set up advance research on
commercializing alternate sustainable
materials 

Invest in new technologies like
blockchain to monitor and establish
responsible sourcing 

Focus on ESG reporting and ESG
compliances across tiers of suppliers

Focus on using alternative sustainable
materials like rice husk, FRP, Vegan
materials, etc. 

Develop light weighting targets
aggressively based on CAFÉ norms

Vision for carbon neutrality

Invest in innovation & technologies 
for responsible sourcing 

Focus on lightweight and
alternative sustainable materials

Leapfrog to sustainable materials & circular economy

K E Y  I M P E R A T I V E S
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UNLOCKING THE GROWTH POTENTIAL
FOR INDIA’S AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY



ADL’s 5 pillars working in cohesion can unlock the growth potential for India’s
automotive industry, leading it to nearly USD 1 trillion by 2035 (~4x growth)

56

Note: The proposed ADL’s values also include additional value pools generated via EV charging infrastructure, recycling industry etc. 
Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

Opportunity for automotive industry 
(USD billion)

Potential value addition by 2035 from ADL’s
five pillars 

Unlocking the growth potential for India’s automotive industry



With industry stakeholders working together, India’s automotive exports can
potentially grow seven-fold while employment in the industry can quadruple by 2035

57

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

7.3%          10-12%
    2023                                        2035

                                                                

Automotive industry’s contribution to India’s GDP 

Unlocking the growth potential for India’s automotive industry





CONCLUSION
ROADMAP TO GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE HUB



Strengthening the 5 pillars will lay the foundation for India to become a global
automotive hub

60

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis

ADL PILLARS KEY IMPERATIVES

Conclusion



Arthur D. Little has been at the forefront of innovation since 1886. We are an
acknowledged thought leader in linking strategy, innovation, and
transformation in technology-intensive and converging industries. We navigate
our clients through changing business ecosystems to uncover new growth
opportunities. We enable our clients to build innovation capabilities and
transform their organizations.

Our consultants have strong practical industry experience combined with
excellent knowledge of key trends and dynamics. ADL is present in the most
important business centers around the world. We are proud to serve most of
the Fortune 1000 companies, in addition to other leading firms and public
sector organizations.

For further information, 
please visit www.adlittle.com or www.adl.com.

Copyright © Arthur D. Little Luxembourg S.A. 2023.
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